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In this letter, we observe that if the E(1440) is identified as a glueball with pseudoscalar q u a n t u m n u m b e r s t h e n its decay
w i d t h can be significantly large, a b o u t as broad as t h a t o f the o meson, ff n o t more. However, t h e possibility of a narrow
width cannot be rigorously ruled out. We also examine t h e sensitivity o f t h e decay widths to t h e off-shell corrections as
well as to t h e sign of t h e intermediate coupling constants.

By taking into account the mixings of a pseudoscalar glueball [identified with the recently observed
E(1440) meson] with r/and r/' through their anomalous couplings, Senba and Tanimato [1] have recently
estimated the widths of several meson-decay modes
of the E(1440) meson. The purpose of this letter is to
point out that these authors have not made full use of
their basic equations and that if one sets up a self-consistent scheme, a definite conclusion on the total
width of the E meson is not possible at present.
We begin by writing down the identity obtained m
ref. [1]

AEm2~E =An rn2~
n n +A ,m2,,~n,,

(1)

where the couplings are defined as

(Ol~(3Ots/4roaauvg~avlp)=Apm2,
(0l ~(3as]41r)

V = r/, r/',

G~v'G~aVlE)=AE m2E'

= - i (k 2 - M 2 )

(3)

=A m2(M.M~Irl)+A

,rn2,(M.M~lr/').

(5)

In the above equation proper off-shell corrections
have been accounted for by taking, following Cicogna
[3], ttie corrected (c) matrix elements as
(MIM2 [P)c =

(m2~r/rn2)(MIM2IP(0)).

(6)

Considering now the tow cases corresponding to M 1
=/5, M 2 = lr and M 1 = ~ , M 2 = 7, we get the following
pair of equations *

2
+An,m2,g n '~r'
AE mz E81r=Anmngn~r

(7)

AEm2gE.I, ~ =Anm2gn..y +An,m2,gn,..r,

(8)

relating A n and A n, to A E. Eq. (8), as we shall see below, puts a useful constraint on the topological
chargesAn,A n, andA E . For example, noting that the
ratio of ~ -+ P7 to 'I~ -+ E7 decay widths can be written as

(4)

fd4x e- ikx(M 1M21~ M(x)l 0),

1 Present address: Physics D e p a r t m e n t , Presidency College,
Calcutta 700073, India.
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AEm2(M1M 2 E)

(2)

in the usual framework of QCD. Given eq. (1) and recalling that M -+ M 1 + M 2 (M a meson) the decay amplitude may be written as [2]
(M1M2IM)

it is straightforward to obtain an amplitude relation of
the following form

,1 It m a y be m e n t i o n e d that it is t h e use of eq. (8) simultaneously with eq. (7) that m a k e s our calculations different
from t h e ones p e r f o r m e d in ref. [1].
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r(q,-~ P~)/r(q, -~ ET)

= ( Apm p21a
m 2a2
l'aE Ej

× (phase space),

(9)

eq. (8) implies the following sum rule

A2m4
E

E

=A2m 4
r/

r/

+A],m4,,

(10)

',

which may be used effectively to eliminate A E between eqs. (7) and (10). However, before we do this,
let us note that eq. (I0) predicts

An/AE=2.4

and

Ar/,/AE=2.1,

that the width of the E(1440) is rather sensitive to the
sign of the couplings of the intermediate states and as
such a definite conclusion with regard to its width cannot be made at the moment.
The values ofAn/A E andAn,/A E obtained in eq.
(11) also enable us to predict the ~rrr and 3rr decay
widths of the E:
(rr+rr r/IE) =

(An,m2,/AEm2E)(n+Tr-rllrl')

+ (Anm2/AErn2l(lr+lr-rll,7),

(11)

after using the experimental data [4] Ar/,/A n = 0.9
-+-+0.1 as an input. Moreover, eq. (11) gives

r(q~ ~ E~)/r(q, -+ ~'~)

02)

= (AE/Ar/,)2(m4/m4,)
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× phase space = 1/1.35,

(1r+Tr-Tr0 [E) =

(16)

(Anm2/aEm2)(~r+rr

lr0lr/)

+ (A n,m2,/AEm2)(lr+Tr-lr 0 fr?'),

(17)

which turn out to be
F(E -> ~Tmr)= 2.1 MeV,

P(E -> ~r+zr-rr0) = 0.4 keV,

(18)

in good agreement with the Crystal Ball data [5]
r O, -~ n'u) < 1.9 P O ' -" EU).
Coming back to eq. (10), we find that if we rewrite eq.
(7) as
gE6~r = gr/6~r

(13)

X [Anm2/AEm2 + (gr/,8~r/gr/8~r)An,m2,/AErn2],
then eq. (10) implies

g2~r "- g~8,r2 [Ar/m 2 + (gn,8Tr/gns~r)Ar/,m2,]2
× (Anmr124 +A2m4.

(14)

with g 2 ~ related to F(E -+ 87r) as ,2

F(E -~ 6rr) =,3 9 2 r1771/Srtm2.

(15)

We now proceed to calculate the decay width o r E
8(880)zr and assume, with Senba and Tanimato, the
pole-mode/ [61 value of g2n,dg2mr .~ 0.6. Two cases
need to be considered corresponding to gsn,Jg~m r
-+(0.6) 1/2, respectively. For the + sign we find that
F(E -~ 81r) ~ 180 MeV from eqs. (14) and (15) indicating that the decay width of the E(1440) can be considerably large more than that of the p meson while for
the - sign, F(E -+ 6rr) is ~20 MeV, roughly of the same
order as obtained by Carlson et al. [7]. Thus it is seen
=

:1:2 Note that E is an isoscalar thereby giving a factor o f 3 in
the rhs of eq. (15).

respectively.
So far we have been using Cicogna's form of the
correction factors for off-shell extrapolations. However, in view of the absence of more detailed information, we may as well use the following form of the corrected matrix element
(M1M21P) c =

[fl/([3+M2)]

(M1M2IP(0)) ,

(•9)

being a free parameter. The motivation for this form
of parametrisation comes from the generalised vector
dominance model where to account for the mass extrapolation effects in the intermediate off-shell vector
mesons, a similar choice for the correction factor is
made ,3. Corresponding to eq. (19) we now obtain
the following set of equations

AE(.fl + m2 )gE87r
= A n q3 + m2)gns,r + An,(13 + rn2,)gn,,,r,

(20)

AE(fl + m2)gE,i~7
=A (/3+m2)g .
r/

r/

r/w7

+A ,(fl+m2,)g ,. ,
r/

~

r/ wT

(21)

which give on eliminating

¢a For a detailed discussion o n this as well as on other possible forms of correction factors, see Nandy et al. [8].
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Table 1
Predictions for r(E -+ 6~). Note that Z stands for B(E + Kkr).
In our calculations we have taken the exp. value of I?@ -+ nn)
=.52MeVasanmput.

Table 2
Predictions for the parameters An/dE, A,#/AE and the decay
widths r(E --t rm), r(E + r+r”,-). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcba
Z
0.5

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

365.3 267.3 199.4 150.2 113.6
1.3
9.3 21.8 37.1 54.3

+ (0.6)1’2
-(0.6)1’2

2
+“E
1.9
.&/AE
r(E-+nm)
(,MeV) 1.7
0.3
r(E + 3~) (keV)

85.8
72.8

Aq A$ qss
437r-----

(-g

MT

AE

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

2.2
1.95
1.8
0.32

2.4
2.1
2.1
0.38

2.6
2.25
2.4
0.45

2.7
2.4
2.7
0.49

2.9
2.5
2.9
0.56

I

ues ofLt,/AE, A,l/AE along with our predictions *’
for the decay widths of the three-body modes E + ntnr
and E + 3n are listed in table 2.

AE gn&r

We thank A.K. Das and N.C. Deb for assistance in
the numerical computations.
*4 After making similar assumptions for the coupling constants
asinref.

[l]. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUT
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